Quantitative assessment of lung density changes after 3-D radiotherapy for breast cancer.
Our aim was to reduce the rates of clinical and radiological pneumonitis in local-regional radiotherapy (RT) for breast cancer compared to a previous treatment series by applying a pre-planned lung dose volume constraint. 3-D dose planning was performed in 66 women with the aim of not exceeding an ipsilateral V20 of 30%. The patients were followed for short-term signs/symptoms of post-RT pneumonitis and radiological changes on chest CT 4 months after RT. Radiological abnormalities were scored with a CT-adapted modification of a semi-quantitative classification system originally proposed by Arriagada which accounts for severity and affected lung regions. The abnormal subvolumes were contoured and the mean doses were calculated. Three cases of mild and one case of moderate symptomatic pneumonitis were diagnosed. The mean V20 was higher in symptomatic than in unaffected patients, 29% vs. 24% (p =0.04). Mild/moderate radiological changes were frequently observed on CT in regions with average doses >30 Gy. According to multivariate modeling, a trend for association was found between the studied dosimetric factors V13, V20, V30 and mean lung dose, and moderate-severe changes on CT but not with patient specific covariates, e.g. chemotherapy or tamoxifen exposure. 3-D planned local-regional RT with a preplanned lung dose volume constraint of V20 <30% resulted in few cases of moderate symptomatic pneumonitis. Mild/moderate radiological changes were still detectable on CT in subvolumes receiving doses >30 Gy. Long-term follow-up for evaluation of possible late morbidity is warranted.